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ABSTRACT:2012 brought about major changes in the local government system of
Hungary and especially in its relationship with state authorities: the previous, relatively
weak system of legal control was replaced by the institution of legal supervision. The
differences between supervision and control have been studied extensively in scholarly
publications in the field of public administration, thus in this paper I would like to focus
only on the fact that besides the option for requesting information within the scope of
control, supervision has also granted the Government with more serious authority.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
2012 brought about major changes in the local government system of Hungary and
especially in its relationship with state authorities: the previous, relatively weak system
of legal control was replaced by the institution of legal supervision. The differences
between supervision and control have been studied extensively in scholarly publications
in the field of public administration, thus in this paper I would like to focus only on the
fact that besides the option for requesting information within the scope of control,
supervision has also granted the Government with more serious authority.
Already at the time of the emergence of the local government system such
publications appeared in the field of public administration that addressed the problems of
local governments. In terms of the relationship between central public bodies and the
local governments, the constitution of the time opted for legal control that provided much
weaker tools and which until 1994 was performed by commissioners of the republic
having regional competence. It was not self evident, however, that Hungary would
introduce control instead of supervision that is used generally in Europe, also in
consideration of the fact that the European Charter of Local Self-Government also uses
the concept of supervision. The historical features of the local government system,
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